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Abstract

In developing countries, trade liberalization is associated with a higher

industrial productivity and a larger informal sector. A higher industrial

productivity is a direct result of the reallocation of resources from smaller

and less productive firms to larger and more productive ones. However, a

larger informal sector means an increase in the number of very small eco-

nomic units. By proposing a model with firm heterogeneity and endogenous

labor supply, this paper aims to explain how these two contradictory re-

sults emerged in developing countries as a result of trade liberalization. The

model shows that if the country unilaterally opens to trade, then it enhances

competitiveness only by decreasing wages, and consequently two contradic-

tory results can co-exist. While average productivity in the formal sector

increases due to higher competition in the market, lower wages push individ-

uals to informal activities instead of formal sector employment. Therefore,

the economy ends up with a higher average formal sector productivity and

a larger informal sector.
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1 Introduction

It is widely documented that trade liberalization increases industrial productivity.

Bringing an explanation to this stylized fact, Melitz (2003) proposes a model with

firm heterogeneity in which trade liberalization increases industrial productivity

and hence welfare through resource allocation from the less productive domestic

firms towards the more productive exporters. Opening to trade increases com-

petition in the industry that leads to a decrease in revenues of less productive

domestic firms while more productive exporters expand by the emergence of new

opportunities due to trade liberalization.

The productivity increasing effects of trade liberalization is shown to be valid

also for developing countries. A set of studies using firm-level data from develop-

ing countries show that opening to trade leads to an increase in average industrial

productivity. Among many others, Pavcnik (2002) finds an aggregate productiv-

ity increase in Chilean manufacturing sector during the trade liberalization period,

Amiti and Konings (2007) in Indonesia and Eslava et al. (2004) in Colombia. How-

ever, these studies all use formal sector data which include registered firms with

a number of employees above a certain threshold. On the other hand, develop-

ing countries also have a significant fraction of the economy in the informal sec-

tor which consists of small, unproductive and non-technological production units

(Schneider, 2005). The response of the informal sector is as important as the for-

mal sector to better understand the impact of trade liberalization on developing

country economies.

Sinha (2011) provides an overview of the impact of trade liberalization on the

informal economy. She states that unlike the claims of the economic theory, open-

ing to trade may lead to informalization. According to her, the desire to decrease

costs of production as faced with higher competition due to trade liberalization can

lead to informalization of both production and employment. Figure 1 supports the
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Figure 1 – The share of informal employment around the world (Sinha, 2011)

argument since the share of informal employment in the developing world has been

persistent, if not increasing, following the trade liberalization wave of 1980s and

1990s. Some empirical studies test these arguments both qualitatively and quan-

titatively. Two of the qualitative studies, Singh and Sapra (2007) and Kaur et al.

(2007) explain how trade liberalization led to informal employment, the former in

India’s garment industry and the latter in India’s rice processing industry. Among

quantitative studies, Mondino and Montoya (2004) find that the informal employ-

ment rose in Argentina in the aftermath of trade reforms. Moreover, OECD data

on Latin American countries show that trade liberalization led to informalization

in Argentina, Mexico and Brazil (Sinha, 2011). Koujianou Goldberg and Pavcnik

(2003) find a slight increase in the size of the informal economy as a result of the

trade reforms in Colombia.

Two contradicting findings about the impact of trade liberalization in devel-
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oping countries lead to a paradox: on one hand, trade liberalization increases

productivity in the formal sector by shrinking small and unproductive firms; on

the other hand the informal economy consisting of very small and unproductive

economic units is persistent and even expands after opening to trade. The ques-

tion is how trade liberalization can lead to two opposite movements; an allocation

of resources towards both the most productive and largest exporters and to the

least productive and smallest informal firms. This paper is a theoretical attempt

to answer the question by proposing a model of firm heterogeneity. The main

finding of the model is that if increasing competition due to trade liberalization

forces a country to maintain competitiveness by decreasing wages, then individ-

uals in the economy shift to owning informal firms rather than being employed.

Moreover, informal firms enjoy cheaper labor and hence expand. However, since

formal firms already face increased competition in the domestic market, cheaper

labor only helps home exporters to expand. Hence, increased foreign competition

in the formal sector leads to standard resource allocation from the less productive

domestic firms towards the more productive exporters. The model shows that if

a country unilaterally reduces its trade barriers then the wage rate has to drop to

balance the new asymmetric advantages of foreign firms. Then as a result of the

mechanism explained above, a unilateral reduction in trade barriers leads to both

a more productive formal sector and a larger informal economy.

The formal sector is modelled exactly as in Melitz (2003). Profit-maximizing

firms with heterogenous productivity produce a differentiated good with increasing

returns to scale in a monopolistically competitive market. Hence, more productive

firms charge lower prices and have a higher market share. Firms pay an entry

cost to enter the sector and draw their productivity from a common distribution.

Free entry pins down the expected profits to the entry cost. There are fixed and

variable costs of trade. In this setting, the formal sector has the standard selection
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mechanism into trade: exporters are more productive and less productive firms are

negatively affected by increasing foreign competition. Therefore, increasing com-

petition increases average productivity in the formal sector by leading to a resource

allocation from the less productive formal firms towards the more productive ones.

The model assumes that informal sector produces a homogenous good (nu-

meraire) with constant returns to scale. This is in contrast with Prado (2011)

and Davies and Paz (2011) assuming both formal and informal firms produce a

differentiated good under monopolistic competition. In these models, the main

focus is firm’s choice between the formal sector and the informal sector; and they

find that less productive firms find it better to be informal. Such a setting implies

formal and informal firms exist in the same market producing different varieties

of a differentiated good under monopolistic competition. However, very small and

unproductive informal firms having their own brands or varieties and a monopolis-

tic power in the market seems to be a strong assumption. Moreover, the model in

this paper does not focus on explaining the differences between formal and infor-

mal firms; it takes informal firms being smaller and less productive given. These

reasons lead to a distinction between formal and informal firms based on not only

production costs but also the type of the production and competition.

The key contribution of the model is presenting a selection mechanism of in-

dividuals between informal firm ownership and employment. Individuals either

choose to supply labor to the market and take the wage earnings in return or they

establish an informal firm to acquire profits. Similar to Kukharskyy (2012), indi-

viduals with higher entrepreneurial talents choose to become informal firm owners

while the ones with lower become workers. This leads to an endogenous labor

supply which is new in heterogenous firm models. For a lower wage rate, a higher

number of individuals find it better to establish an informal firm. Moreover, each

informal firm hires more employees due to cheaper labor. Therefore, a lower wage
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rate leads to a larger informal sector in terms of the number of firms, employment

and output.

This paper models being included in informal activity as an individual choice

alternative to being employed with a constant wage. Such a modelling perspec-

tive is a contribution to the firm heterogenity literature with formal and informal

sectors since firm trade-off between formal and informal activities is at the center

of this literature. In one channel, informal sector has a disadvantage in terms of

marginal costs due to government enforcement while being formal requires fixed

costs (Prado, 2011), or being informal is more costly for larger firms as they are

more likely to be detected by the government (Davies and Paz, 2011). From an-

other perspective, informal and formal sectors differ in terms of employment con-

tracts (Galiani and Weinschelbaum, 2012; Paz, 2012; Ulyssea, 2013). All of these

studies focus on the firm choice between formal and informal activities. However,

very small and very unproductive informal firms are owned by individuals choosing

to do so as an alternative to wage earnings. These individuals do not operate infor-

mal firms as an alternative to being an entrepreneur in the formal sector, but they

choose it instead of being employed (Quatraro and Vivarelli, 2013). That is the

reason why in poorer countries entrepreneurship rates are significantly higher and

a higher percentage of entrepreneurs try to maintain their wage earnings (Poschke,

2011)1. To sum up, the model presented here brings a new selection mechanism to

explain informality: individual selection between the wage earnings and informal

firm profits.

Wage rates have mostly no importance in firm heterogenity literature with

a single factor of production. Since there is homogenous labor in these models,

wages are simply normalized to one. Even the models with asymmetric countries

do so by using an outside sector that pins wages down to unity (Demidova, 2008).

1These facts are uncovered from the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor Database.
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Demidova and Rodŕıguez-Clare (2013) is an exception; but this model uses the

wage rate differentials between countries similar to exchange rates: a country

can gain competitiveness by decreasing wages without any other complication.

Although the model presented here has a trade liberalization-wage rate interaction

similar to Demidova and Rodŕıguez-Clare (2013), wage rates additionally have a

direct effect on labor supply, informal sector size and formal employment.

The model setting explained above leads to following results:

1. The size of the informal sector is inversely proportional to wage rate. Lower

wages in a country push individuals towards informal firm ownership and

hence increase the number of informal firms. Moreover, informal firms ex-

pand as lower wages give them the incentive to hire more workers. Therefore,

a lower wage rate in a country leads to a larger informal sector in terms of

both the number of informal firms and informal employment.

2. Given symmetric costs of trade, the country with a higher wage rate has a

higher average formal sector productivity. The more productive country has

a higher income and hence a smaller informal sector. This result is consistent

with the observed negative relation between informal sector size and income.

Moreover, the model captures the observed higher entrepreneurship rates in

poorer countries.

3. If a country unilaterally reduces its trade barriers, both average formal sec-

tor productivity and the size of the informal sector increase. A unilateral

reduction in trade barriers provides an asymmetric advantage for foreign

firms in the home market. Home country is forced to decrease wages to stay

competitive. Lower home wages expand home exports as well and increase

average productivity due to resource allocation towards exporters. However,

as home country decreases wages to compete, informal sector size increases.
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On the other hand, the average formal sector productivity increases also in

foreign but with rising wages leading to a smaller informal sector in foreign.

Hence, a unilateral trade liberalization leads to two results that seem contra-

dictory: an increase in average formal sector productivity and an expansion

in the informal sector. This finding is significant to explain the persistence

and even expansion of informal sector in developing counties most of which

lowered their trade barriers unilaterally during liberalization periods.

2 The Model

2.1 Demand

There are N number of individuals in the economy. Each individual gets utility

from the consumption of a differentiated good and a homogenous good. Individuals

have non-homothetic preferences over two types of goods2 and for a given level of

earnings ω, they solve the maximization problem

maximize
CD,CH

µ log(CD) + CH

subject to PDCD + PHCH ≤ ω.

where CD denotes the aggregate consumption of the differentiated good, CH

consumption of the homogenous good, PD aggregate price of the differentiated

good and PH price of the homogenous good. As a result of utility maximization,

expenditure on the differentiated good by each individual is set to µ; while the rest

of individual income is spent on the homogenous good which functions as numeraire

2I use this type of a non-homothetic utility function to make the model tractable and to use

the homogenous good as the numaraire. See Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) for another example

of non-homothetic preferences in a model with firm heterogeneity.
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with a price of unity3. Hence, the indirect utility of an individual earning ω is:

V (ω) = µ log(µ/PD) + ω − µ. (1)

Individuals enjoy consuming different varieties of the differentiated good in

accordance with Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) type love of variety. Therefore the ag-

gregate consumption of the differentiated good by an individual is given by

CD =

[∫
θ∈Θ

q(θ)ρdθ

]1/ρ

(2)

where q(θ) is the consumption of each variety ω within the set of available

varieties of the differentiated good Θ. In this setting, an individual has a constant

elasticity of substitution between varieties of the differentiated good denoted by

σ = 1
1−ρ > 1. The price index of the differentiated good, PD, is an aggregation of

individual prices of available varieties:

PD =

[∫
θ∈Θ

p(θ)1−σdθ

] 1
1−σ

. (3)

The individual demand for each variety is found to be

q(θ) = CD

[
p(θ)

P

]−σ
(4)

which leads to the individual spending on each variety as

p(θ)q(θ) = µ

[
p(θ)

P

]1−σ

. (5)

3All individuals are assumed to have an income greater than the fixed expenditure on the

differentiated good, ω ≥ µ.
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2.2 Supply

2.2.1 Informal firms

Informal firms produce the homogenous good4 with constant returns scale. Each

firm is owned by an individual who chooses to do that over being employed. Labor

is the only factor of production. The per labor output of each firm is solely

determined by the firm owner’s individual entrepreneurial talent, β. The profit

function of an informal firm hiring l employees with a wage rate w is given by

π(β, w) = max
l
βl − wl − λ(l) (6)

where the price of the homogenous good is one. λ(l) is the function representing

government enforcement here. Similar to Ulyssea (2013), it is assumed to be

increasing and convex in the number of employees5, λ′ > 0, λ′′ > 0. This function

suggests that marginal cost of informal employment is increasing in the number of

employees since bigger informal firms are more likely to be detected by government

authorities.

The informal firm’s profit function leads to λ′(l) = β−w. Hence, employment of

an informal firm is a function of firm productivity and wage rate, l(β, w), increasing

in productivity and decreasing in wage rate, lβ > 0, lw < 0. Profit of an informal

firm is found to be

π(β, w) = (β − w)l(β, w)− λ(l(β, w)). (7)

By using λ′(l) = β − w, we find that dπ(β,w)
dw

= −l(β, w) > 0 and dπ(β,w)
dβ

=

4Product differentiation requires each producer having its own brand. These producers offer

their varieties in a monopolistic competition. However, informal firms are small enterprises that

can have neither their own brands nor a monopolistic power
5Prado (2011) takes government enforcement on the informal sector as a fixed marginal cost

of production.
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l(β, w) < 0 which concludes informal firm profits are increasing in firm productivity

and decreasing in wage rate.

2.2.2 Individual’s choice

Individuals have two choices to earn income: they can supply labor which is ho-

mogenous and returns fixed wage rate of w or they can own an informal firm to

earn profits. An individual knows his entrepreneurial talent and makes a deci-

sion between employment and firm ownership by comparing their returns. For an

individual with talent β, if the profits of owning an informal firm exceeds wage

earnings π(β, w) > w, he becomes the owner of an informal firm. Otherwise, he

becomes a worker. Since dπ(β,w)
dw

> 0, there exists a level of talent β∗, where the

individual is indifferent between two choices, π(β∗, w) = w. Using equation 7, β∗

can be written as a function of w, β∗(w). Individuals with β > β∗(w) become

informal firm owners while the ones β ≤ β∗(w) become workers. As profits are

decreasing in wage rate, a higher level of talent is required to be a firm owner as

wage increases. Hence, β∗(w) is increasing in wages, dβ∗(w)
dw

> 0.

Entrepreneurial talent, β, is distributed with a cumulative density function,

Ψ(β), with a finite support (β, β̄). This leads to to the number of informal firm

owners and hence the number of informal firms, Mi,:

Mi = N(1−Ψ(β∗(w))). (8)

Hence the number of informal firms is a function of the wage rate as well,

Mi = Mi(w).

As dβ∗(w)
dw

> 0, the proportion of informal firm owners is decreasing in wage

rate and hence the number of informal firms, dMi(w)
dw

< 0. On the other hand labor

supply, L is the number of individuals who have a level of entrepreneurial talent

smaller than β∗:
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L = NΨ(β∗(w)). (9)

Contrary to the number of informal firms, total labor supply is increasing in

wage rate.

The informal employment, Li, is a sum of labor used by informal firms:

Li =

∫ β̄

β∗
l(β, w). (10)

l(β,w)
dw

< 0 and dβ∗

dw
> 0 directly lead to dLi

dw
< 0: informal employment is

decreasing in wage rate. The reason for that is a higher wage rate decreases the

number of informal firms and the amount of labor used by each informal firm.

We can also write the total labor supply, L, and the informal employment, Li,

as two functions of the wage rate, L(w), Li(w) with dL(w)
dw

> 0 and dLi(w)
dw

< 0.

These results show us informal sector size is negatively correlated to the wage

rate in terms of the number of firms, employment and output.

2.2.3 Formal firms

Formal firms are profit-maximizing economic entities which can differentiate their

products and have a monopolistic power in the market. The production and entry

dynamics in the formal sector exactly follow Melitz (2003) model. Labor is the

only factor of production in the formal sector and the total amount of labor used

by formal firms is denoted by Lf . Each firm produces a different variety of the

differentiated good with an idiosyncratic labor productivity, φ, which allows us to

denote a variety by the productivity of the producing firm. Production exhibits

increasing returns to scale such that cost of producing q goods with a wage rate

w is given by c(q) = fw + qw/φ where f denotes the fixed production costs.

In the equilibrium, demand of a variety equals to supply of that variety as well

as expenditure on a variety equals to revenue generated from that variety. Hence,
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by using individual demand and expenditure on varieties of the differentiated good

given by equations 4 and 5, we have

q(φ) = CDN

(
p(φ)

P

)−σ
(11)

and

r(φ) = µN

(
p(φ)

P

)1−σ

(12)

where CDN is the aggregate consumption and µN is the total expenditure on

the differentiated good by all individuals.

As there is monopolistic competition in the market, firms choose a price level

with constant mark-ups6 p(φ) = w/ρφ.

According to profit-maximizing prices, revenue, r(φ), and profit, π(φ) of a firm

can be written as:

r(φ) = µN(ρφ/w)σ−1P σ−1
D , (13)

π(φ) = r(φ)/σ − fw. (14)

Firms pay an entry cost, Fw to draw productivity from a distribution G(φ).

Only firms which are productive enough to incur fixed production costs can pro-

duce, while the ones which can not make non-zero profits immediately exit the

industry. There is a productivity cut-off, φ∗ that determines the firm which makes

zero profits and is indifferent between producing and exiting the industry. Defining

φ∗ as the productivity cut-off that determines the minimum productivity sufficient

to produce, we have the the zero-profit condition, π(φ∗) = 0.

6Firm problem is maxp π = pq − wq/φ − f . As q = C
(
p
P

)−σ
, profits appear to be π =

CPσ(p1−σ − wp−σ) − f . Firms take the aggregate consumption and price levels given which

leads to profit maximizing price, p(φ) = w/(ρφ).
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By using the zero profit condition, we have r(φ∗) = σwf . This property allows

us to write the aggregate price index of the differentiated good, PD, as:

PD = (σf)
1

σ−1ρ
w1/ρ

φ∗
. (15)

Free entry to the industry pins down the expected profits to the entry cost.

This leads to the free entry condition∫ ∞
φ∗

π(φ)dG(φ) = Fw (16)

Free entry condition shows that all firm revenues are distributed among the

variable labor costs, fixed production costs and entry costs. Hence, total firm

revenues must be equal to total wage earnings of the formal employment:

M

∫ ∞
φ∗

r(φ)dG(φ) = wLf . (17)

Individuals who do not own an informal firm or work in an informal firm are

employed by formal firms. Therefore the level of formal employment, LF , is found

by subtracting the number of informal firms and the informal employment from

the total number of individuals:

Lf = N −Mi(w)− Li(w). (18)

This equation allows us to write the level of formal employment as a function

of the wage rate, Lf (w). Since the number of informal firms and the informal

employment is decreasing in wages, dMi(w)
dw

< 0 and dLi(w)
dw

< 0, we conclude that

the formal employment is increasing in wages,
dLf (w)

dw
> 0.
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3 Open Economy Equilibrium

We will consider an open economy with two countries, home and foreign. In this

setting, formal firms can export the differentiated good by paying a fixed cost, fx.

There are also variable costs of exporting in the iceberg form. It means, exporting

one unit of good from country i to country j requires the shipment of τij units of

goods where τij > 1. The homogenous (numeraire) good is freely traded between

two countries. Labor is immobile between countries allowing wage rates to differ

such that wi is the wage rate in country i.

As transport costs increases marginal costs of production, firms charge higher

prices for their foreign sales:

pi,x(φ) = τijpid(φ) =
τijwi
ρφ

, i 6= j (19)

where pix is export prices and pid(φ) domestic prices of firm φ producing in country

i.

Revenues of a firm φ producing in country i, consist of its domestic and foreign

sales, rid(φ) and rix(φ) respectively as well as profits generated by domestic and

foreign sales, πid(φ) and πix(φ) respectively.

Letting φ∗i be the productivity cut-off indicating the least productive domestic

formal firm operating in country i, we have πid(φ
∗
i ) = 0. This leads us to identify

the domestic revenues of the least productive formal firm in country i as rid(φ
∗
i ) =

σfwi. As the ratio of revenues of two formal firms in country i is a function of

their sales prices, we can express domestic revenues of a formal firm in country i

in terms of φ∗i :

rid(φ) = σfwi

(
φ

φ∗i

)σ−1

. (20)

Similarly export revenues of a formal firm φ in country i is
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rix(φ) = σfwj

(
φ/(τijwi)

φ∗j/wj

)σ−1

. (21)

Firms can export only if their export revenues cover the fixed export costs. This

leads to another productivity cut-off determining the least productive exporter in

country i, φxi . Firm φxi have zero export profits πix(φ
x
i ) = 0, and its export revenues

satisfy zero export profits condition, rix(φ
x
i ) = σfxwi.

By defining two cut-offs, φ∗i and φxi , we can write the average formal sector

productivity in country i as:

φ̃i =

∫∞
φ∗i
φσ−1dG(φ∗i ) +

∫∞
φxi
φσ−1dG(φxi )

1−G(φ∗i ) + 1−G(φxi )
. (22)

The average productivity in the formal sector is a weighted average of the

domestic firms’ and exporters’ productivities. Assuming exporters are more pro-

ductive than domestic firms, φxi > φ∗i , an increase in φ∗i and a decrease in φxi lead

to an increase in average formal sector productivity, φ̃i.

Export profits of firm φ in country i is a function of φxi :

rix(φ) = σfxwi

(
φ

φxi

)σ−1

. (23)

Equation 21 allows us to connect the export productivity cut-off of country i

firms, φxi , to domestic productivity cut-off of country j firms, φ∗j :

φxi = τij

(
fx
f

) 1
σ−1
(
wi
wj

) 1
ρ

φ∗j . (24)

Having basics defined, equilibrium conditions can be implemented to the open

economy case. Free entry condition pins the sum of expected domestic and export

profits for country i firms to the entry cost:
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∫ ∞
φ∗i

(
fwi

(
φ

φ∗i

)σ−1

− fwi

)
dGi(φ)+

∫ ∞
φxi

(
fxwi

(
φ

φxi

)σ−1

− fxwi

)
dGi(φ) = Fwi.

(25)

Labor market condition satisfies the total formal firm revenues in country i to

be equal to total wage earnings of formal employees:

Mi,f

(∫ ∞
φ∗i

σwif

(
φ

φ∗

)σ−1

dG(φ) +

∫ ∞
φxi

σwifx

(
φ

φxi

)σ−1

dG(φ)

)
= wiLi,f (w).

(26)

where Mi,f is the number of entering formal firms and Li,f is the amount of

formal employment in country i.

Country i’s total expenditure on the differentiated good must be equal to the

sum of domestic revenues of country i formal firms and export revenues of country

j formal firms. That is the goods market equilibrium condition:

Mi,f

∫ ∞
φ∗i

σwif

(
φ

φ∗

)σ−1

dG(φ) +Mj,f

∫ ∞
φxj

σwjfx

(
φ

φxj

)σ−1

dG(φ) = µN. (27)

Equations 24, 25, 26 and 27 and variables φ∗i , φ
x
i , wi and Mi,f for both Home

and Foreign make a system of eight equations with eight unknowns7. Solution of

the system of equations give us the open economy equilibrium.

Assumption 1 Firm productivity is Pareto distributed in both countries with a

common shape parameter8 and a varying scale parameter. That is Gi(φ) = χki φ
−k

where φ > χki .

7Remember that formal and informal employment levels and the number of informal firms

are functions of the wage rate. Thus, they are not included in the unknowns.
8k > σ − 1 must be satisfied to ensure revenues converge to zero as productivity goes to

infinity.
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The productivity differences between two countries is dependent on the scale

parameter χi. The country having a higher scale parameter is exogenously more

productive than the other. Firms entering the market in the more productive

country has always a higher probability of drawing a productivity higher than

some φ. The purpose of this assumption is analyzing country asymmetries in a

tractable way.

By using Pareto distribution, we can rewrite the simplified equilibrium condi-

tions. Free entry condition takes the form:

(K − 1)χki (fφ
∗
i
−k + fφxi

−k) = F. (28)

where K = k
k+1−σ .

Likewise, labor market condition turns out to be

MiσKχ
k
i (fφ

∗
i
−k + fxφ

x
i
−k) = Li,f (w). (29)

Goods market equilibrium condition:

σK(Miχ
k
iwifφ

∗
i
−k +Mjχ

k
jwjfxφ

x
j
−k) = µN. (30)

Pareto distribution assumption does not change the relation between domestic

productivity cut-off and exporter productivity cut-off operating in a market, φxi =

τij

(
fx
f

) 1
σ−1
(
wi
wj

) 1
ρ
φ∗j .

Lemma 1 If foreign productivity distribution gets better relative to home, χF/χH

increases, then foreign wage rate increases while home wage rate decreases and the

average formal sector productivity in foreign increases relative to home.

Proof Appendix.
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Proposition 1 Given equal variable costs of trade, τij = τji = τ , if foreign has

a better productivity distribution then it has a higher average formal sector pro-

ductivity, a higher wage rate, a smaller informal sector in terms of the number of

firms, employment and output.

Proof Appendix.

Proposition 1 gives us the cross-country differences in formal sector produc-

tivity, wages and informal sector size. The exogenous variation in formal sector

productivity distribution is the source of cross-country differences. If foreign for-

mal sector firms are more likely to draw a high productivity then these firms are

more profitable in both home and foreign markets. This generates a stronger en-

try into the foreign formal sector and hence a tougher competition. Therefore,

foreign formal sector productivity cut-off and average formal sector productivity

increases. More productive foreign formal firms have higher total revenues than

home formal firms. As all formal revenues go to formal employment, this implies

both higher wages and higher formal employment in foreign. Consequently, for-

eign has a smaller informal sector due to higher wages since less individuals in

foreign choose to be informal firm owners and informal firms in foreign have lower

employment. This result is consistent with the negative correlation between the

country income and informal sector size. It also captures the lower entrepreneur-

ship rates in richer countries. Moreover, in the model, smaller informal sector in

richer countries is reached without assuming differences in institutional quality or

government enforcement capacity. A better productivity distribution is sufficient

for a country to have a smaller informal sector.

Proposition 2 If home unilaterally reduces trade barriers, -a decrease in variable

costs of exporting to home, a lower τFH-, average formal sector productivity in both
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home and foreign increases. However, wage rate decreases in home and increases

in foreign leading to a larger informal sector rate in home and smaller in foreign.

Proof Appendix.

Proposition 2 shows how both average formal sector productivity and informal

sector size can increase due to trade liberalization. When home country unilat-

erally reduces trade barriers then home market imports a higher amount of the

differentiated good. This is a departure from the current equilibrium and creates

a higher competition and an over-supply in the home market. Home formal sec-

tor productivity cut-off increases as a response to these changes. However, home

formal firms make less profits now. They face a more competitive environment - a

higher productivity cut-off in home market which decreases domestic profits but

home firms have the same conditions in the foreign market. To keep home formal

firm profits and competitiveness stable, home wage rate decreases. This gives home

firms the advantage they seek in the foreign market. As home and foreign wage

rates are negatively correlated, foreign wage rate increases. Now, foreign market is

more competitive due to lower wage costs of home firms; and foreign formal sector

productivity cut-off increases too. Therefore, both home and foreign end up with

a higher average formal sector productivity but a larger informal sector in home

and smaller in foreign.

Proposition 2 gives an insight about the impact of trade liberalization on formal

sector productivity and informal sector size. When a country reduces trade barriers

then average formal sector productivity increases as well as the informal sector size.

On the other hand, when a country faces lower trade barriers abroad, average

formal sector productivity increases but informal sector shrinks. If there is a

decrease in variable costs of both importing and exporting, the change in informal

sector size will be determined by the dominant effect.
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4 Welfare

In this section, we analyze the welfare effects of trade liberalization. First, suppose

that home decreases trade barriers unilaterally, the case analyzed above. We

have shown that home formal sector productivity cut-off increases while the wage

rate decreases. In that case, we certainly know that the aggregate price index

of the differentiated good decreases since PD = (σf)
1

σ−1ρw
1/ρ

φ∗
. We also know that

informal firm owners make higher profit since they enjoy using cheaper labor. This

leads to an unambiguous rise in the welfare of an informal firm owner with a given

level of talent since he has higher consumption of both the differentiated good and

the numeraire.

However, the same is not true for workers. Now, they can consume a higher

amount of the differentiated good, but lower wage rate leads to a lower consump-

tion of the numeraire. Hence, welfare change due to trade liberalization is ambigu-

ous for workers.

5 Conclusion

This paper brings a theoretical explanation to post-trade liberalization increase in

both formal sector productivity and informal sector size in developing countries.

The model presented here finds that if a country unilaterally reduces trade barriers

then it has to decrease wages as a response to increased foreign competition. While

increased foreign competition leads to a more productive formal sector, lower wages

lead to a shift of individuals towards informal activities and hence a larger informal

sector.
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Appendices

A Lemma 1

Proof Let us define Φ = φ∗H/φ
∗
F and W = wH/wF . Then φxH = τ f̃W 1/ρφ∗F and

φxF = τ f̃W−1/ρφ∗H where f̃ = τ fx
f

1
σ−1 .

To see the effect of a higher foreign scale parameter, we will sketch two curves

relating productivity cut-off ratio, Φ, to wage ratio W .

Firstly, equating free entry conditions of two countries and dividing both sides

by φ∗F we have:

χH(fΦ−k + fxf̃
−kW−k/ρ) = χF (f + fxf̃

−kW k/ρΦ−k).

Arranging terms leads to:

Φ−k =

χF
χH
f − fxf̃−kW−k/ρ

f − χF
χH
fxf̃−kW k/ρ

.

This equation gives a negative slope for Φ-W curve, dΦ/dW < 0. Moreover,

an increase in the ratio of foreign scale parameter to home scale parameter, χF
χH

,

shifts the Φ-W curve downwards.

Secondly, replacing labor market and labor-wage equations in goods market

equilibrium condition and then equating both country equations give:
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wHLf,H
fφ∗H

−k − fxφxH
−k

fφ∗H
−k + fxφxH

−k = wFLf,F
fφ∗F

−k − fxφxF
−k

fφ∗F
−k + fxφxF

−k .

Dividing by wFϕ
∗
F :

W
Lf,H(wH)

Lf,F (wF )

fΦ−k − fxf̃−kW−k/ρ

fΦ−k + fxf̃−kW−k/ρ
=
f − fxf̃−kW k/ρΦ−k

f + fxf̃−kW k/ρΦ−k
.

Left hand side of this equation is increasing in W and decreasing in Φ while

right hand side is is decreasing in W and increasing in Φ. Hence dΦ
dW

> 0 and the

slope of Φ-W curve is positive. And this curve does not depend on the ratio of

scale parameters, χF
χH

.

Figure 2 shows the impact of a better foreign productivity distribution relative

to home. If foreign scale parameter increases relative to home scale parameter then

free entry curve shifts downwards and in the new equilibrium foreign productivity

cut-off -and hence average formal sector productivity- and wage rate is higher

relative to home.

By summing goods market equilibrium conditions in two countries, we have

wHLf,H(wH) + wFLf,F (wF ) = 2µN . As Lf,i(wi) is increasing in wi, this equation

gives a negative relation between wH and wF . Therefore a relative increase in

foreign wage relative to home directly leads to an absolute increase in foreign

wage and an absolute decrease in home wage.

B Proposition 1

Proof Let us suppose the case in which both countries are symmetric in terms

of their productivity distributions. If the variable trade costs are equal across

countries too then we have full symmetry in our system of equations. Hence all

variables have equal values across countries in the fully symmetric case.
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Φ

W

Free entry

Goods market

Figure 2 – The impact of a higher foreign productivity relative to home

A better productivity distribution in foreign is a departure from the full sym-

metry case. Lemma 1 shows that if foreign productivity distribution gets better

then the average formal sector productivity increases relative to home and the

wage rate increases. Since these variables are equal in two countries in the full

symmetry case, then a departure towards a better foreign productivity distribu-

tion relative to home leads to a higher average formal sector productivity in foreign

and a higher wage rate in foreign.

We have shown that the number of informal firms, informal employment and

informal sector output is decreasing in wages. Hence if the foreign wage rate is

higher then informal sector in foreign is smaller these variables.
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C Proposition 2

Proof By incorporating Mi = Liρ
Fk

into the goods market equilibrium conditions

we have:

wHLf,HχHfφ
∗
H
−k + wFLf,FχFfxφ

x
F
−k = A

and

wHLf,HχHfxφ
x
H
−k + wFLf,FχFfφ

∗
F
−k = A

where A = µFk
ρ

.

As world firm revenues must be equal to world expenditure on the differentiated

good, wHLf,H + wFLf,F = 2µN . Hence dwF
dwH

= −
d(wHLf,H )

dwH
d(wFLf,F )

dwF

.

Firstly, by replacing φxF by Bφ∗H where B = τFH
fx
f

1
σ−1 wF

wH
φ∗H and differentiating

the home market condition with respect to wH we have:

dφ∗H
dwH

> 0.

Hence, home goods market equilibrium condition suggests a positive relation

between home wage and home productivity cut-off.

Secondly, by replacing φ∗F by EφxH where E = f
fx

1
σ−1 wF

wH
φ∗H/τFH and differenti-

ating the foreign market condition with respect to wH we have:

dφxH
dwH

> 0.

Hence, foreign goods market equilibrium condition suggests a positive relation

between home wage and home export productivity cut-off, φxH . From the free entry

condition, there is a negative relation between φxH and φ∗H . hence foreign market

condition suggests a negative relation between home wage and home productivity
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cut-off. If τFH , variable costs of exporting to home, decreases, then foreign market

condition is unchanged. On the other hand, the cost reduction attracts more

imports to home leading to over-supply in the home market. For a given home

wage rate, home productivity cut-off must increase to restore the equilibrium by

decreasing the supply of home firms. This means home market curve shifts to

the left. Figure 3 illustrates the new equilibrium: while home productivity cut-

off -average productivity- increases, home wage rate decreases. Lower wages in

home leads to a larger informal sector. As home and foreign wages are negatively

correlated, foreign wage rate increases and foreign productivity cut-off increases

as a result of higher profits received from the home market.

ϕ∗H

wH

Foreign market

Home market

Figure 3 – The impact of a reduction in variable costs of exporting to home
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